


As one of the artists of the Blikopener group during
the ‘Mooi Weer Spelen’ festival in Delft

With Gamzie in Haarlem

At Bert’s farm in Mongolia

Wild horses at Bert’s farm



Horse riding in Mongolia near
the Eight Lakes Drinking yak tea with Louisa

Happy in Mongolia

In the yurt with my Brasilian brothers



Magic around my tent in Mongolia

On the back seat of
the motorcycle of
my guide in the
Eight Lakes district
in Mongolië, on our
way to the capital
Ulaanbataar

With Julie in de yellow submarine

In the hostel, studying the maps for our trip to the North in Mongolia



Morning at the Holy Lake in Mongolia.Taking down the tent, smothering the fire
and heading for new adventures, while the black packhorse is keeping an eye on me

With a little Mongolian girl Writing in my diary



With a little Mongolian girl

Two more days before guide Ingee and I will arrive with our
horses in the habitat of the Dukha people



Together with guide Ingee

Lunch break at the Holy Lake in Mongolia



With David during the development of the CHT

Horse tours with David during the
development of the CHT

With horses Kinik and Isanyati during the development of the CHT



On the ranch with David en Jordi

Curious Isanyati at the ‘horse residence’



Proud selfie in front of the ranch

Break during a horseride (CHT)



Donkey Bucchi on the ranch

With my soulmate Titia

With my Catalan brother and
horsetherapist Jordi

With Ed during one of the first CHT’s



Photoshoot for magazine Psycholoog

Frontpage
OWN It Magazine

TEDxHaarlem

In the polder

Interview for the Catalaan documentary horsetherapy with Tanit Sanmartín Roig



Lecture for the Inspiration Days of Jeugdformaat

Lecture Urgent Psychiatry

Lecture Inspiration Days Jeugdformaat

Nomination Viva 400 awards,
category ‘social services’



Selfie at my arrival at the
ranch is becoming a ritual

Horseride during the CHT

With horse Neve during a CHT



The ‘horse residence’ in Catalonia

With the CHT team: Josu (horsecompanion),
Jordi and Jochem (sociotherapists), after a
horsesession

With horse Menzo in Patagonia




